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Description
Craft your own Christmas with 16 festive papercraft projects ranging from simple yet effective bunting to intricate tree decorations, bell 
jar Christmas trees, and an advent calendar village. Give your holiday season the homemade touch, from wrapping paper to tree 
decorations, using very few materials and innovative techniques, such as printing with shaving foam and creating stunning greeting cards 
using gold embossing ink.

Emily’s absolute favourite time of the year is Christmas: “nothing comes close to the enchanting and magical feel you experience at 
Christmas, where you can go to town with trimmings and decorations, garlands and sparkle. I love the variety of crafts you can produce 
at this time of year too; from the delicate details on the table to giant stars and festive banners, you really can go all out if you want! 
Papercraft is my passion, so it made complete sense to combine this with my love of the festive season, to create an inspiring book of 
Christmas craft and wonder!”

Key Selling Points
16 papercrafting projects for beginners to more accomplished papercrafters
Paper Christmas taps into the trend for handmade Christmas decorations and crafts
Emily Dawe is the former Home Editor of Women's Weekly magazine, UK, and has a strong social media presence on Facebook, 
Pinterest and Instagram.

About The Author
Emily Dawe is a freelance stylist, craft designer and all round creative. Having worked with many of the industry’s top brands such as 
Paperchase, Hobbycraft and Cricut, she has produced content for various blogs, how-to videos, styled lookbooks and taught workshops. 
Emily is also an Interior and Event Stylist, clients include Homesense, Costa Coffee and Furniture Village, and she often has features 
published in various UK magazines (Woman & Home, Real Homes, House Beautiful and Homestyle).

Emily has always been creative and crafty; from getting mucky with glitter and glue when she was little, to completing a degree in 
Illustration at Brighton university, to finally landing her dream role of Home & Craft Editor on Woman’s Weekly magazine. She went on 
to work at The Craft Network, producing projects and presenting online tutorials for Ideal Home and teaching live workshops at brand 
events. She now hosts her own workshops in Heals, West Elm and Kirstie Allsopp’s The Handmade Fair, teaching everything from 
marbling and watercolour to origami and quilling.
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Description
The art of fire-writing is a returning trend, and there is no better way to learn the technique and inspire yourself than through this up-to-
date edition of Daniel Wright's ultimate introduction to pyrography. 

Daniel Wright's enthusiasm for his subject is beautifully captured in a sequence of clear, easy-to-follow step-by-step photographs and 
unique projects. Taking his inspiration from pen-and-ink, engraving and watercolour techniques, he demonstrates many exciting 
methods and traditional ways of woodburning to create myriad patterns, pictures and motifs including landscapes, trees, flowers, animals 
and buildings.

Information is included on the types of wood to use, how to prepare surfaces, working with the grain and enhancing designs. He goes 
on to illustrate shading and faux marquetry, and there's a section on using photographs and sketches to produce your own designs. With 
each new technique, a project is introduced by Daniel to help you learn and explore your new skill – from burning your own chessboard 
to a stunning fairytale stool design for your little one's bedroom. Finally, advice and demonstrations are provided on decorating old 
wooden objects, revitalizing much-loved pieces by working patterns into their worn, textured surfaces.

This book will inspire, entertain and instruct you, whether you are a complete beginner or an experienced pyrographer.

Key Selling Points
New edition of Daniel Wright's practical introduction to pyrography
Concise guide to the all the techniques, equipment and materials you need for wood burning
Step-by-step demonstrations and 6 unique projects
Renewed interest in woodworking and wood decoration anticipates a trend for pyrography. Kirstie Allsop has also developed a 
pyrography kit, which indicates a passion for the craft is on the rise

About The Author
Daniel Wright has had a passion for woodburning since purchasing his first machine at the age of eleven, and at just twelve years old 
began selling pieces through craft fairs and art galleries. After studying Art History at the University of Kent, he obtained a post-graduate 
certificate in art education and combined part-time teaching with pyrography, running workshops and teaching on the subject. After 
publishing Introduction to Pyrography in 2004, Daniel pursued his current career as a Painting Specialist and Auctioneer and continues to 
produce pyrography designs today, influenced by his love of antiques and art-and-craft history. In his spare time, he plays flugelhorn in a 
championship-standard brass band and is a keen football supporter.

Daniel lives in Suffolk, UK with his partner Georgie and two children, Milo and Hazel.
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Key Selling Points
New edition of Daniel Wright's practical introduction to pyrography
Concise guide to the all the techniques, equipment and materials you need for wood burning
Step-by-step demonstrations and 6 unique projects
Renewed interest in woodworking and wood decoration anticipates a trend for pyrography. Kirstie Allsop has also developed a 
pyrography kit, which indicates a passion for the craft is on the rise

About The Author
Daniel Wright has had a passion for woodburning since purchasing his first machine at the age of eleven, and at just twelve years old 
began selling pieces through craft fairs and art galleries. After studying Art History at the University of Kent, he obtained a post-graduate 
certificate in art education and combined part-time teaching with pyrography, running workshops and teaching on the subject. After 
publishing Introduction to Pyrography in 2004, Daniel pursued his current career as a Painting Specialist and Auctioneer and continues to 
produce pyrography designs today, influenced by his love of antiques and art-and-craft history. In his spare time, he plays flugelhorn in a 
championship-standard brass band and is a keen football supporter.

Daniel lives in Suffolk, UK with his partner Georgie and two children, Milo and Hazel.
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DANIEL WRIGHT

Publication July 2018
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216773
Format Paperback 292 x 216 mm
Extent 96 pages
Illustrations 250 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Woodworking General
BIC CODE/S WFL, WKDW, WFS, WFK, TDG
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
The art of fire-writing is a returning trend, and there is no better way to learn the technique and inspire yourself than through this up-to-
date edition of Daniel Wright's ultimate introduction to pyrography. 

Daniel Wright's enthusiasm for his subject is beautifully captured in a sequence of clear, easy-to-follow step-by-step photographs and 
unique projects. Taking his inspiration from pen-and-ink, engraving and watercolour techniques, he demonstrates many exciting 
methods and traditional ways of woodburning to create myriad patterns, pictures and motifs including landscapes, trees, flowers, animals 
and buildings.

Information is included on the types of wood to use, how to prepare surfaces, working with the grain and enhancing designs. He goes 
on to illustrate shading and faux marquetry, and there's a section on using photographs and sketches to produce your own designs. With 
each new technique, a project is introduced by Daniel to help you learn and explore your new skill – from burning your own chessboard 
to a stunning fairytale stool design for your little one's bedroom. Finally, advice and demonstrations are provided on decorating old 
wooden objects, revitalizing much-loved pieces by working patterns into their worn, textured surfaces.

This book will inspire, entertain and instruct you, whether you are a complete beginner or an experienced pyrographer.

Key Selling Points
New edition of Daniel Wright's practical introduction to pyrography
Concise guide to the all the techniques, equipment and materials you need for wood burning
Step-by-step demonstrations and 6 unique projects
Renewed interest in woodworking and wood decoration anticipates a trend for pyrography. Kirstie Allsop has also developed a 
pyrography kit, which indicates a passion for the craft is on the rise

About The Author
Daniel Wright has had a passion for woodburning since purchasing his first machine at the age of eleven, and at just twelve years old 
began selling pieces through craft fairs and art galleries. After studying Art History at the University of Kent, he obtained a post-graduate 
certificate in art education and combined part-time teaching with pyrography, running workshops and teaching on the subject. After 
publishing Introduction to Pyrography in 2004, Daniel pursued his current career as a Painting Specialist and Auctioneer and continues to 
produce pyrography designs today, influenced by his love of antiques and art-and-craft history. In his spare time, he plays flugelhorn in a 
championship-standard brass band and is a keen football supporter.

Daniel lives in Suffolk, UK with his partner Georgie and two children, Milo and Hazel.
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on to illustrate shading and faux marquetry, and there's a section on using photographs and sketches to produce your own designs. With 
each new technique, a project is introduced by Daniel to help you learn and explore your new skill – from burning your own chessboard 
to a stunning fairytale stool design for your little one's bedroom. Finally, advice and demonstrations are provided on decorating old 
wooden objects, revitalizing much-loved pieces by working patterns into their worn, textured surfaces.

This book will inspire, entertain and instruct you, whether you are a complete beginner or an experienced pyrographer.

Key Selling Points
New edition of Daniel Wright's practical introduction to pyrography
Concise guide to the all the techniques, equipment and materials you need for wood burning
Step-by-step demonstrations and 6 unique projects
Renewed interest in woodworking and wood decoration anticipates a trend for pyrography. Kirstie Allsop has also developed a 
pyrography kit, which indicates a passion for the craft is on the rise

About The Author
Daniel Wright has had a passion for woodburning since purchasing his first machine at the age of eleven, and at just twelve years old 
began selling pieces through craft fairs and art galleries. After studying Art History at the University of Kent, he obtained a post-graduate 
certificate in art education and combined part-time teaching with pyrography, running workshops and teaching on the subject. After 
publishing Introduction to Pyrography in 2004, Daniel pursued his current career as a Painting Specialist and Auctioneer and continues to 
produce pyrography designs today, influenced by his love of antiques and art-and-craft history. In his spare time, he plays flugelhorn in a 
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Fantastic Dragons and How to 
Draw Them
TOM KIDD

Publication July 2018
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216803
Format Paperback 225 x 170 mm
Extent 160 pages
Illustrations 900 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Drawing;  Art for Kids;  Fantasy Art
BIC CODE/S AFF, YFH, VXQM, YNA, YNX
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America

Description
Delve deep into the magical world of Tom Kidd, and learn to draw and the fascinating, beautiful and dangerous species that wander 
through it: dragons. 

One of the world's leading fantasy artists, Tom Kidd will help you master the art of sketching and illustrating these fire-breathing beasts 
through his how-to-art exercises, accompanied by his fascinating advice and the techniques used by professionals like himself to draw 
these mystical creatures. In addition, a stunning visual library is included, breaking down the basic outlines and features of the dragon 
anatomy from scales and wings to talons and teeth.

From there, morph this precious-looking book into your very own sketchbook-journal and record and design your own fierce creations on 
the interactive pages inside. Stick and paste inspiring photographs and drawings onto the pages, work little sketches onto the plain 
sheets, and paint the amazing minute details that appear on your fierce serpent's form – this will be your personal and ultimate notebook 
journaling your dragon adventure. If you're nervous about drawing freehand dragons right away, helpful bound-in templates are 
included for you to scan or trace while you build your confidence.

With dozens of imaginative illustrations to inspire, discover the captivating world of dragon art and create an inky keepsake of these 
legendary creatures to treasure and share. 

Key Selling Points
Interactive sketchbook journal by renowned fantasy artist Tom Kidd, teaching you how to draw dragons
Plain pages follow Tom's invaluable instructions and how-to steps, so you can practise and sketch your own dragons right away
Templates included to give you a starting point for your work
Stunning visual library of dragon anatomy, from scales and wings to talons and teeth
From Elliot in Pete's Dragon to Daenerys Targaryen's scene-stealing pets in Game of Thrones, popular culture has always loved these 
fire-eating creatures

About The Author
Tom Kidd is a fantasy artist who has worked for a number of publishers: Baen Books, Random House, DAW Books, Warner Books, 
Doubleday, Ballantine Books, Marvel Comics and Tor Books. He has illustrated two books and hundreds of book covers. He has also 
done concept design work for Walt Disney, Rhythm and Hues, and Universal Studios. Tom's art has won him a World Fantasy Award 
and seven Chelsey Awards, and has been displayed in a wide array of venues, including the Delaware Art Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators, and the Science Fiction Museum and Hall of Fame.
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Sew Your Own Felt Advent 
Calendar
with 24 mini felt toys to make for Christmas
SACHIYO ISHII

Publication July 2018
Price £8.99
ISBN 9781782214915
Format Paperback 235 x 190 mm
Extent 80 pages
Illustrations 300 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Felt
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
Advent calendars take pride of place in homes all over the world in the run up to Christmas. This year, why not add a personal touch to 
your Christmas countdown by making your own felt calendar, filled with an array of festive felt figures to delight the whole family? Felt 
is soft, tactile and very easy to use, and sewers of all abilities will enjoy creating this fabulous festive decoration. 

Best-selling author Sachiyo Ishii starts by showing you how to make the basic calendar, and then provides easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
instructions and templates for 24 tiny felt toys to place in the pockets. These cute little Christmas-themed projects are quick to make 
using just a few pieces of felt, stuffing, thread and ribbons, and make perfect little gifts for children and adults alike.

Easy to make and fun to use, the calendar can be stored away and brought out year after year to become a much-loved family favourite 
for many years to come. 

Sachiyo's previous felt book Mini Felt Christmas (published July 2017) has sold over 8,400 copies.

Key Selling Points
Sachiyo Ishii is a best-selling and popular author, her books have sold over 58,800 copies.
Easy-to-make project for Christmas, suitable for all abilities.
Step-by-step instructions and full-size templates provided.

About The Author
Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She was a money broker on Wall Street and in London before discovering the joy of handicraft 
after her second son was born. She learned dressmaking and Waldorf doll making and has been designing and creating dolls and toys 
ever since. She teaches knitting, doll making, wet and dry felting, sewing, crochet and spinning, among other crafts. She has authored a 
number of titles for Search Press and her work regularly appears in knitting magazines. Sachiyo lives in Sussex with her husband and two 
sons. Visit her website at www.knitsbysachi.com.
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Easy to make and fun to use, the calendar can be stored away and brought out year after year to become a much-loved family favourite 
for many years to come. 

Sachiyo's previous felt book Mini Felt Christmas (published July 2017) has sold over 8,400 copies.

Key Selling Points
Sachiyo Ishii is a best-selling and popular author, her books have sold over 58,800 copies.
Easy-to-make project for Christmas, suitable for all abilities.
Step-by-step instructions and full-size templates provided.

About The Author
Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She was a money broker on Wall Street and in London before discovering the joy of handicraft 
after her second son was born. She learned dressmaking and Waldorf doll making and has been designing and creating dolls and toys 
ever since. She teaches knitting, doll making, wet and dry felting, sewing, crochet and spinning, among other crafts. She has authored a 
number of titles for Search Press and her work regularly appears in knitting magazines. Sachiyo lives in Sussex with her husband and two 
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Super-Easy Baby Blankets
7 Beautiful Baby Blankets All Made Using Simple Half Double 
Crochet Stitches
BENDY CARTER

Publication January 2018
Price £7.99
ISBN 9781590128794
Format Paperback 274 x 216 mm
Extent 20 pages
Illustrations 25 Colour illustrations
Publisher Annie's
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
These pretty designs are all made using half double crochet stitches. The different looks are created by simply changing where the hook is 
inserted, taking this super easy stitch into a realm of endless possibilities. Photo steps are included in the written patterns. Each design is 
stitched using Red Heart Soft #4 worsted-weight yarn.

Key Selling Points
From renowned crochet designer Bendy Carter who has written more than a dozen books and designed for celebrities.
Perfect for beginners as well as experienced crocheters looking for new patterns and inspiration.
Bendy Carter's previous book sold well - 30 Gifts in 30 Days.
Includes a useful stitch guide and 20 metric conversion charts.
7 gorgeous step-by-step projects to make.

About The Author
Bendy Carter has been crocheting since the age of nine. A full-time crochet designer and minister's wife, Carter's designs have been 
featured on the front cover of magazines eighteen times in the last four years. To date, hundreds of her patterns have been published in 
magazines, free leaflets and purchased by yarn companies.

Related Titles
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Description
These pretty designs are all made using half double crochet stitches. The different looks are created by simply changing where the hook is 
inserted, taking this super easy stitch into a realm of endless possibilities. Photo steps are included in the written patterns. Each design is 
stitched using Red Heart Soft #4 worsted-weight yarn.

Key Selling Points
From renowned crochet designer Bendy Carter who has written more than a dozen books and designed for celebrities.
Perfect for beginners as well as experienced crocheters looking for new patterns and inspiration.
Bendy Carter's previous book sold well - 30 Gifts in 30 Days.
Includes a useful stitch guide and 20 metric conversion charts.
7 gorgeous step-by-step projects to make.

About The Author
Bendy Carter has been crocheting since the age of nine. A full-time crochet designer and minister's wife, Carter's designs have been 
featured on the front cover of magazines eighteen times in the last four years. To date, hundreds of her patterns have been published in 
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Fabulous Floral Dishcloths
12 Colorful Designs Made with Worsted-weight Yarn!
GLENDA WINKLEMAN

Publication January 2018
Price £7.99
ISBN 9781590128787
Format Paperback 274 x 216 mm
Extent 28 pages
Illustrations 13 Colour illustrations
Publisher Annie's
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
Stitch a dozen fabulous dishcloths! Choose from an assortment of pretty floral designs, each made using Premier Yarns Home Cotton #4 
worsted-weight yarn and a size I/9/5.5mm crochet hook. They are suitable for beginners and more advanced crocheters who are simply 
after new and beautiful designs to make.

Key Selling Points
12 fabulous designs to make.
Suitable for beginners as well as advanced crocheters.
Includes a useful stitch guide and metric conversion charts to follow.
Glenda Winkleman has already been featured in several magazines.

About The Author
Glenda Winkleman lives in the small town of Jersey Shore with her husband Gary. She started crocheting over 40 years ago as a small 
child with her grandmother. She enjoys all kinds of crafts, including rug hooking, quilting, plastic canvas and mostly crocheting. She is the 
author of Sweet and Simple Baby Blankets and Colorful Tunisian Afghans and has been a professional crochet designer for magazines for 
over 25 years.
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Quilts, The Modern Collection
25 Dynamic Projects from Modern Quilts Unlimited
LAURIE EDWARDS BAKER

Publication May 2018
Price £19.99
ISBN 9781617457296
Format Paperback 254 x 204 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
Everything you love about the magazine is finally in one book! Curated from the beloved Modern Quilts Unlimited magazine this 
beautiful volume brings together more than 20 popular projects. It's the answer for fans who have missed earlier issues or who want to 
see the best quilts in a more durable volume. Sew innovative quilts, pillows, and wall hangings from top designers while learning new 
techniques like paper piecing, improv, and the slice-and-insert method.

Key Selling Points
A must-have for your library! More than 20 stunning projects from the magazine, all in one book.
Sew innovative quilts, pillows, and wall hangings from some of the best quilting minds in the industry.
Get tips on paper piecing, half-square triangles, the slice-and-insert method, and more.
Perfect for fans of the Modern Quilts Unlimited magazine.

About The Author
Laurie Edwards Baker has worked as a magazine and book editor for nearly 30 years. She is currently the editor of Modern Quilts 
Unlimited, and her projects have appeared in several books and magazines. She lives with her husband in Illinois.
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Easy Precision Piecing
A New Approach to Accuracy & Organization for Quilters
SHELLEY SCOTT-TOBISCH

Publication July 2018
Price £24.99
ISBN 9781617455834
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages +16 page pullout
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
Say goodbye to your seam ripper, backwards blocks, and mismatched seams with Easy Precision Piecing — the pathway to flawless 
patchwork. Use the best tools to prep and press fabric for seams that always lay flat. Get organised so you can easily set aside projects 
without losing your place. Practice your cutting, sewing, and pressing with foolproof Quilt Block Builder blueprints. Six stunning projects 
for beginners and advanced quilters will help you use your newfound skills.

Key Selling Points
Discover an exciting new method to correctly cut and sew blocks for impeccable patchwork.
Use the best tools to prep and press fabric for seams that always match up and stay flat.
Get precision results when piecing and quilting, for quiltmakers of all styles and skill levels.

About The Author
Shelley Scott-Tobisch has been a quilt teacher for more than 28 years and is the author of Quilt Block Builders. She lives with her husband 
in a log cabin in South Surrey, British Columbia, Canada. Her blog is asthespoolturns.blogspot.com.

Related Titles
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Easy Precision Piecing
A New Approach to Accuracy & Organization for Quilters
SHELLEY SCOTT-TOBISCH

Publication July 2018
Price £24.99
ISBN 9781617455834
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages +16 page pullout
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
Say goodbye to your seam ripper, backwards blocks, and mismatched seams with Easy Precision Piecing — the pathway to flawless 
patchwork. Use the best tools to prep and press fabric for seams that always lay flat. Get organised so you can easily set aside projects 
without losing your place. Practice your cutting, sewing, and pressing with foolproof Quilt Block Builder blueprints. Six stunning projects 
for beginners and advanced quilters will help you use your newfound skills.

Key Selling Points
Discover an exciting new method to correctly cut and sew blocks for impeccable patchwork.
Use the best tools to prep and press fabric for seams that always match up and stay flat.
Get precision results when piecing and quilting, for quiltmakers of all styles and skill levels.

About The Author
Shelley Scott-Tobisch has been a quilt teacher for more than 28 years and is the author of Quilt Block Builders. She lives with her husband 
in a log cabin in South Surrey, British Columbia, Canada. Her blog is asthespoolturns.blogspot.com.
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The Art of Mixing Textiles in 
Quilts
14 Projects Using Wool, Silk, Cotton & Home Decor Fabrics
LYNN SCHMITT

Publication July 2018
Price £24.99
ISBN 9781617455407
Format Paperback 280 x 215 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
Have a ball blending cottons with rich wools, lustrous silks, and textural home decor fabrics for quilts that beg to be touched. Weave 
unconventional textiles together like a pro with the best advice for cutting, sewing, and pressing fabrics of texture and sheen. Craft 14 
pieced and appliquéd projects, like table runners, quilts, pincushions, and tote bags. Dimensional and exciting, mixed-fabric quilts are ripe 
for using up scraps and expanding your horizons.

Key Selling Points
Mix eclectic fabric types; cottons, wools, silks, and home decor for quilts that wow.
Discover how to best cut, press, and piece any fabric, regardless of fibre content.
Quilt 14 pieced and appliquéd pillows, quilts, and small projects with adventurous fabric pairings.

About The Author
Lynn Schmitt holds a BFA in Interior Design and has worked in the field for over 30 years. She has been creating quilts for twelve years 
with an eclectic mix of cotton and alternative textiles. She lives in Illinois. Her website is adifferentboxofcrayons.com.
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Build a Better Relationship with 
Your Sewing Machine
Troubleshooting, Maintenance, Tips & Techniques
BERNIE TOBISCH

Publication July 2018
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781617455810
Format Paperback 254 x 203 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Imprint C&T Publishing
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
From the sewing machine whisperer comes this in-depth, visual guide to how a sewing machine works, how to keep it in good working 
order, and how to solve common problems. Perfect for sewists and quilters of all levels, this friendly approach to learning about and 
troubleshooting your sewing machine gives you the tools you need to sew and quilt with less frustration and better results!

Key Selling Points
For any brand of sewing machine.
Written by an expert sewing machine technician with over forty-two years of experience.
Learn how your sewing machine works, how to keep it happy, and how to troubleshoot common problems.

About The Author
Bernie Tobisch started his career as a sewing machine technician in the mid 1970s and became a dealer in 1980. He now lives in 
Vancouver, Canada, with his wife Shelley and continues to service machines.
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Peace, Love & Embroidery
250 Groovy & Colorful Designs to Stitch, Share & Wear
POCORUTE POCOCHIRU

Publication June 2018
Price £14.99
ISBN 9781940552354
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 88 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Imprint Zakka Workshop
Publisher World Book Media
Classification Hand Embroidery
BIC CODE/S WFBC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
This collection of whimsical embroidery motifs is perfect for stitching trendy retro-style designs. With 250 unique and modern motifs, 
there’s something for everyone, from adorable French bulldogs and hedgehogs to tasty tacos and cupcakes! You’ll find colourful and 
quirky motifs for a variety of animals, flowers, foods, everyday objects, and holiday-themed decorations.
Created with just five simple stitches, these designs are quick and easy to do. Try making these designs on their own or as a handmade 
patch or badge. They are perfect for embellishing clothes, backpacks, and much more!

Key Selling Points
Basic stitches are used making the process much more manageable and well-suited for beginners.
Use the motifs to embellish your handmade bags, backpacks and garments.
Handy embroidery tricks and tips are included at the back of the book.

About The Author
Pocorute Pocochiru has possessed a love for drawing since childhood and studied oil painting in college. She began her embroidery career 
by embellishing t-shirts for her children. In 2014, she launched her brand Pocorute Pocochiru, which sells hand embroidered brooches, 
key chains, bags, and other accessories. She is the author of multiple embroidery books in Japan. You can visit her website at: 
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/pocorute-pocochiru.
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Peace, Love & Embroidery
250 Groovy & Colorful Designs to Stitch, Share & Wear
POCORUTE POCOCHIRU

Publication June 2018
Price £14.99
ISBN 9781940552354
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 88 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Imprint Zakka Workshop
Publisher World Book Media
Classification Hand Embroidery
BIC CODE/S WFBC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
This collection of whimsical embroidery motifs is perfect for stitching trendy retro-style designs. With 250 unique and modern motifs, 
there’s something for everyone, from adorable French bulldogs and hedgehogs to tasty tacos and cupcakes! You’ll find colourful and 
quirky motifs for a variety of animals, flowers, foods, everyday objects, and holiday-themed decorations.
Created with just five simple stitches, these designs are quick and easy to do. Try making these designs on their own or as a handmade 
patch or badge. They are perfect for embellishing clothes, backpacks, and much more!

Key Selling Points
Basic stitches are used making the process much more manageable and well-suited for beginners.
Use the motifs to embellish your handmade bags, backpacks and garments.
Handy embroidery tricks and tips are included at the back of the book.

About The Author
Pocorute Pocochiru has possessed a love for drawing since childhood and studied oil painting in college. She began her embroidery career 
by embellishing t-shirts for her children. In 2014, she launched her brand Pocorute Pocochiru, which sells hand embroidered brooches, 
key chains, bags, and other accessories. She is the author of multiple embroidery books in Japan. You can visit her website at: 
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/pocorute-pocochiru.
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Peace, Love & Embroidery
250 Groovy & Colorful Designs to Stitch, Share & Wear
POCORUTE POCOCHIRU

Publication June 2018
Price £14.99
ISBN 9781940552354
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 88 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Imprint Zakka Workshop
Publisher World Book Media
Classification Hand Embroidery
BIC CODE/S WFBC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, 

Australia and New Zealand

Description
This collection of whimsical embroidery motifs is perfect for stitching trendy retro-style designs. With 250 unique and modern motifs, 
there’s something for everyone, from adorable French bulldogs and hedgehogs to tasty tacos and cupcakes! You’ll find colourful and 
quirky motifs for a variety of animals, flowers, foods, everyday objects, and holiday-themed decorations.
Created with just five simple stitches, these designs are quick and easy to do. Try making these designs on their own or as a handmade 
patch or badge. They are perfect for embellishing clothes, backpacks, and much more!

Key Selling Points
Basic stitches are used making the process much more manageable and well-suited for beginners.
Use the motifs to embellish your handmade bags, backpacks and garments.
Handy embroidery tricks and tips are included at the back of the book.

About The Author
Pocorute Pocochiru has possessed a love for drawing since childhood and studied oil painting in college. She began her embroidery career 
by embellishing t-shirts for her children. In 2014, she launched her brand Pocorute Pocochiru, which sells hand embroidered brooches, 
key chains, bags, and other accessories. She is the author of multiple embroidery books in Japan. You can visit her website at: 
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/pocorute-pocochiru.
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Flowerbomb!
25 beautiful craft projects to blow your blossoms
Hannah Read-Baldrey

Publication February 2018
Price £14.99
ISBN 9781911216728
Format Paperback 235 x 193 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher Pavilion
Classification Flowercraft
BIC CODE/S WFW
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Bring life into bloom with 25 gorgeous flower-inspired projects to make at home. Florals are a major theme in catwalk and high-street 
fashion, and leading stylist Hannah Read-Baldrey shows how to add a beautiful botanical touch to home decor, clothing, accessories, 
gifts, celebrations and more, for unique and enviable results that are very much on-trend.

Split into sections Floral Home, Flower Fiesta and Floral Fashionista, Hannah brings her floral themed projects into your home, garden, 
parties and your wardrobe! With projects created using a combination of real flowers and various different crafting techniques including 
easy embroidery, simple papercraft, weaving, sugarcraft and embellishment, this is a beautiful celebration of creativity for every skill level.

Projects include a pressed floral phone case; sequined bomber jacket; velvet flower crown; daisy chain necklace; tulip folk cushion; cherry 
blossom vase; floral bath bombs and candles; hula hoop wreath and a giant paper peony!

Key Selling Points
25 easy projects covering a range of popular craft types, from stenciling and embroidery to papercraft and petal-art.
Beautifully styled project photos and step-by-step images with a nod to high-profile campaigns by Dolce & Gabbana and Fendi.
Contemporary florals and botanicals are a major current retail trend in fashion, homeware, stationery and gift, from glass terrariums 
to Liberty-inspired prints.

About The Author
Hannah Read-Baldrey is a talented craft writer, blogger, stylist and presenter who creates bespoke contemporary projects, kits and online 
content for leading magazines and retailers, including Hobbycraft, Tesco and John Lewis. She also works as a photographic stylist for 
high-profile clients Debenhams, Waitrose, Clarins, Cath Kidston, Vogue, Harpers Bazaar and Red magazine.
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Faroe Island Knits
Over 50 Traditional Motifs and 25 Projects from the North 
Atlantic
SVANHILD STRØM & MARJUN BISKOPSTØ

Publication February 2018
Price £23.99
ISBN 9781570768637
Format Hardback 230 x 190 mm
Extent 224 pages
Illustrations 96 Colour illustrations
Publisher Trafalgar Books
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
The Faroe Islands, a far-flung archipelago lying halfway between Norway and Iceland, have a rich and longstanding knitting tradition. 
Knitting was once one of their largest export industries, as well as a dearly-loved pastime. Now, inspired by this bountiful heritage, knit 
designer Svanhild Strøm and her mother Marjun Biskopstø have brought contemporary style and classic Faroese motifs together in this 
striking collection of all-new patterns. 52 traditional Faroese designs come to life on hats, sweaters, ponchos, slippers, and more, in a 
unique and eye-catching trove for any knitter with an interest in the twists, turns, and hidden treasures of Nordic knitting history. Learn 
about the traditions and culture of these fascinating islands, and follow the footsteps of each motif through folk history, painstaking 
documentation and living memory.

About The Author
Svanhild Strøm and Marjun Biskopstø are a Faroese mother-and-daughter team of handcrafting enthusiasts with a deep and abiding love 
for the history and culture of their island home. They hope to spark interest in Faroese knitting motifs, to preserve the cultural legacy of 
the islands, and to keep their beloved traditional patterns alive.
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Tilly and the Buttons: Stretch!
Make Yourself Comfortable Sewing with Knit Fabrics
TILLY WALNES

Publication March 2018
Price £22.50
ISBN 9781787131170
Format Paperback 253 x 201 mm
Extent 192 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Imprint Quadrille Publishing
Publisher Hardie Grant Books
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Tilly and the Buttons: Stretch! offers perfect proof that easy-to-wear clothes can be seriously stylish with a collection of outfits that 
combine the comfort of stretch fabrics with Tilly Walnes’ signature look. The book includes complete, full-size patterns. Even experienced 
stitchers are often wary of working with stretch knit fabrics, but in this book Tilly demystifies the techniques needed and shows how to 
sew stretchy makes on a regular sewing machine – no need for a fancy overlocker. However, if you are already an overlocker owner, the 
book offers a user-friendly introduction to threading and stitching with this machine too.
Aimed at dressmakers who have grasped the basics and want to expand their sewing horizons, Tilly’s tried-and-tested, learn-as-you-make 
approach is structured around five made-to-measure, speedy-to-sew garments.

About The Author
Tilly Walnes is on a mission to inspire more people to sew their own clothes. She is the founder of the award-winning sewing pattern 
company Tilly and the Buttons, known for its gorgeous designs, crystal-clear instructions and encouraging approach to dressmaking. Her 
blog of the same name has been read over 12 million times by nearly 3 million people around the world. Her first book, Love at First 
Stitch, has been published in nine international editions and was named ‘Best Book’ at the British Sewing Awards 2014. Tilly appeared on 
the first series of BBC2’s The Great British Sewing Bee, and was named 'Favourite Sewing Personality' in the British Sewing Awards the 
last two years in a row. She loves sewing and wants you to love it too!
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Ann Blockley's Watercolour 
Workshop
Projects and interpretations
ANN BLOCKLEY

Publication March 2018
Price £19.99
ISBN 9781849944625
Format Hardback 254 x 226 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations 200 Colour illustrations
Imprint Batsford
Publisher Pavilion
Classification Watercolour
BIC CODE/S AFCC
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Artist Ann Blockley is renowned for her innovative approach to watercolour painting. This highly anticipated book provides a series of 
workshops demonstrating how to push the boundaries of watercolour, using key techniques to develop your own work and take your 
paintings to the next level.

Ann's easy-to-follow, step-by-step projects demonstrate how some of her most dramatic paintings are created. She describes in detail 
some of the key techniques used and how you can experiment with alternative methods to create your own interpretations. Finally, her 
beautiful and inspirational artworksdemonstrate how different interpretations of a subject might take an unexpected or unusual direction, 
and how to make the most of these opportunities. 

The book moves, with progressively challenging projects, from loose wildflower meadows, textured woodland and rustic rambling walls 
to atmospheric or semi-abstract landscape corners, all rendered in Ann’s adventurous signature style. Loose, expressive mark-making and 
unusual techniques include combining waterbased paint and ink with granulation medium for dramatic texture, drawing with twigs, 
using gesso and collage to create unique effects; manipulating paint with materials such as plastic wrap (clingfilm); developing printed 
marks made using found materials.

Key Selling Points
An inspirational and practical art manual, packed with step-by-step projects.
Written by renowned artist Ann Blockley, known for her innovative approach to watercolour painting.
Projects start at beginner level then become more challenging, making it perfect for those new to watercolour and intermediate 
painters.

About The Author
Ann Blockley is a well-known watercolourist with an international reputation. She is author of seven bestselling practical art books. Ann 
runs her own very popular watercolour courses, teaches at international workshops, has made three DVDs of her painting techniques and 
regularly writes for The Artist magazine. She lives in Gloucestershire.
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